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ABSTRACT: Galacto-oligosaccharides (GOS) can be synthesised via β-galactosidase 
(β-Gal) catalysed conversion of lactose. The reaction process was carried out in the 
membrane reactor system to improve the conversion by partial separation of the products 
and galactose inhibitor. The reaction rate was determined by the concentration of 
the solutes on the biocatalytic membrane and it was varied by manipulating the trans-
membrane pressure (TMP). The yield of GOS was highest at a TMP = 0.5 bar. It was found 
that the formation of gel layer at higher TMP (> 0.5 bar) reduced the mass transfer of 
solutes through the biocatalytic membrane. Therefore, the reaction rates were decreased 
although the separation of galactose inhibitor was improved. Hence, it is concluded that 
the mass transfer of solute is the determining factor to obtain a high yield of GOS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lactose (galactosyl β(1-4) glucose) is a natural substrate for β-Gal which 
hydrolyses β(1-4) linkage and reduces it to glucose and galactose. In fact, β-Gal 
also exhibits transgalactosylation activity by transferring galactose belonging to 
the hydrolysed saccharide to the galactose moiety of other saccharides, which 
results in the formation of galacto-oligosaccharides (GOS). The conversion of 
lactose to GOS by β-Gal involves a two-step reaction, which are hydrolysis and 
transgalactosylation. There are two known limitations in the reaction process 
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which reduces the formation of GOS. Numerous articles have reported that 
monosaccharides by-products formed from lactose hydrolysis inhibit the β-Gal 
and reduce the catalytic activity.1 In addition, the glycosidic bond (between glucose 
and galactose) in the GOS structure is also susceptible to hydrolysis by the β-Gal 
and thus reducing the yield. 

Several strategies have been suggested to improve the yield of GOS. The easiest 
approach is by increasing the initial substrate concentration to drive the reaction 
toward the formation of β-Gal-galactosyl complex and GOS.2 It is also suggested 
that the products should be removed from the reaction system (i.e., via membrane 
separation) once it was formed in a continuous reaction to avoid hydrolysis side 
reaction and reduce the inhibition effect.3 

In the present work, lactose conversion is carried out in the enzymatic hollow fibre 
membrane reactor (EHFMR) as depicted in Figure 1. The study emphasises on the 
effect of solute mass transfer on the reaction rate profile.

(a)

 

(b)

Figure 1: Illustration of (a) reaction and separation mechanism, and (b) the experimental 
rig.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Biocatalytic Reaction in the EHFMR

The membrane is a hollow fibre with a high surface to volume ratio compared 
to flat sheet membrane. The β-Gal was immobilised on the lumen side of the 
membrane via covalent bonds.4 The reaction occurred at 55°C and with a feed flow 
rate of 5 ml min−1. The TMP or average pressure differences between the lumen 
and permeate side of the membrane was generated (0.4 to 0.8 bar) by regulating 
pressure regulator valve.
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2.2 Chemical Analysis

The saccharides presence in the sample was analysed using liquid chromatography 
equipped with RCM monosaccharide 8% Ca2+ column and refractive index 
detector. The fractionation of saccharides was performed at 1 ml min−1 and 85°C. 
The concentration of the saccharides was evaluated by comparing the peak area 
with the external standard.

2.3 Kinetic Model of Reaction

The β-gal-catalysed conversion of lactose involves several reaction processes that 
lead to the formation of glucose, galactose and various types of GOSs. In this 
particular work, the following reactions have been considered.

k1 kP1
(1)[E] + [Lac] ? [Elac] →[E'Gal] + [Glu]

k−1

kP2 (2)[E'Gal]→[E] + [Gal]

k2 kP3
(3)[E'Gal] + [Lac] ? [E'lac] →[E] + [Gos3]k−2

k4 kP4
(4)[E'Gal] + [Gos3] ? [E'Gos3]→[E] + [Gos4]k−4

k3 kh4
(5)[E] + [Gos3] ? [EGos3] →[E] + [Gbi] + [Glu]

k−3

k5 kh2
(6)[E] + [Gos4] ? [EGos4] →[E] + [Glu] + [6Gos3]k−5

k6
(7)[E] + [Gal] ? [EGal]

k−6

Therefore, the rate of reactions are given by:

−VLac = − 
d[Lac]

= kP1 [Elac] + kP3 [E'lac] (8)
dt

VGlu = 
d[Glu]

= kP1 [Elac] + kh1 [EGos3] + kh2 [EGos4] (9)
dt
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VGal = 
d[Gal]

= kP1 [E'Gal] (10)
dt

VGos3
 = 

d[Gos3] = kP3 [E'lac] + kh1 [EGos3] + kP4 [E'Gos3] (11)
dt

VGos4
 = 

d[Gos4] = kP5 [E'Gos3] − kh2 [EGos4] (12)
dt

The production of minor products of galactosyl galactose ([Gbi] and ([6Gos3]) 
was assumed negligible. Equations 8–12 are solved by normalisation with a total 
of enzyme presence in the reaction system and the terms of enzyme-substrate 
complexes are substituted with free enzyme terms. The values of the parameters 
were obtained by nonlinear regression of the equations with the experimental data. 

2.4 Coupled Mass Transfer-reaction Kinetic Model

The governing mass balance and continuity equations in the membrane reactor 
system are as follows:5

At the retentate (lumen) side:

∇.(−Do,i∇Ci) + v.∇Ci = 0 (13)

Ji = −Do,i∇Ci + v∇Ci (14)

At biocatalytic membrane layer:

∇.(−Dm,i∇Ci) = Ri (15)

Ji = −Dm,i∇Ci) (16)

At permeate (shell) site:

∇.(−Do,i∇Ci) + v.∇Ci = 0 (17)

Ji = −Do,i∇Ci + vCi (18)

where Dο,i and Dm,i denote the diffusion coefficients (m2 s−1) of the solute on 
the liquid phase layer and on the biocatalytic membrane layer, respectively.  
Ri is the reaction rate of the solutes. Ji (mol m−2 s−1) is the molar flux. Meanwhile,  
Ci (mol m−3) is the solute concentration and ν is the velocity vector (m s−1). 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 The Effect of TMP

Table 1 shows that the conversion of lactose to GOS is affected by TMP. The 
highest GOS yield and lactose conversion were achieved at a TMP = 0.5 bar. The 
reaction rates are supposed to improve when external pressure is applied due to a 
faster mass transfer rate of the solutes or substrates to the catalytic site of β-Gal-
immobilised on the membrane surface. However, this conclusion is not met with 
decreasing trend of GOS yield and lactose conversion at TMP higher than 0.5 bar. 

Table 1: The effect of TMP on GOS yield, conversion and separation factor.

TMP (bar) GOS yield a (%) Conversion b (%)
Separation factor (Sf,i) a

GOS Gal

0.4 4.2 14.3 0.8 1.1

0.5 5.5 25.1 0.7 1.4

0.6 3.8 10.3 0.5 1.8

0.8 2.7 7.6 0.3 2.0

Notes:

a Gos yield = 
CGos3 + CGos4

, where Ci is a concentration of the species.
CLac,o

b Conversion = 
CLac

× 100%, where CLac,ο is the initial lactose concentration.
CLac,o

c Sf,i = 
Cp,i / Cr,i

where p is permeate, r is retentate, i is product species and s is the substrate.
Cp,s / Cr,s

The yield of GOS can be increased with high initial concentration of lactose as 
proven in several reports.2 In the present work, the amount of lactose adsorbed 
to the catalytic site of β-Gal is determined by the mass transfer rate of the lactose 
through the biocatalytic membrane. It is suggested that the yield of GOS is highest 
at a TMP = 0.5 bar because the mass transfer rate of lactose is initially increased and 
then decreased when the TMP > 0.5 bar. The mass transfer or permeation of solutes 
such as lactose through the membrane can be decreased even with high external 
pressure when gel layer is formed on the membrane layer. This phenomenon 
occurred due to larger back diffusion force since the larger solutes are sieved by 
the pores. Thus, the adsorption of lactose to the catalytic sites is interrupted.

Meanwhile, the separation factor of galactose inhibitor was gradually improved 
with higher TMP and the β-Gal is expected to give a better catalytic performance 
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which is not indicated. This result highlights that the influence of mass transfer 
of the solutes to the biocatalytic membrane surface is significant for the reaction. 
Thus, the subsequent study on the effect of mass transfer on the rate of reaction 
was conducted with the consideration of gel layer formation.

3.2 Reaction Rates Profile

The reaction rate profiles of the saccharides in the reaction system were solved 
via COMSOL® software. Figure 2(a) shows the consumption rate of lactose in 
the axial direction of the fibre membrane, whereas Figures 2(b)–2(e) show the 
production rates of glucose, galactose, trisaccharides (Gos3) and tetrasaccharides 
(Gos4). Generally, the consumption and production rates of substrate and products 
respectively increase when the TMP is increased to 0.5 bar. Subsequently, the 
reaction rates decrease with further increase of TMP due to back diffusion of 
lactose from the biocatalytic membrane domain. This phenomenon restricted the 
adsorption of lactose to the catalytic site and thus the reaction rate reduced. The 
concentration profile of lactose in the axial direction of the biocatalytic membrane 
is shown in Figure 2(f). As expected, the highest concentration of lactose on the 
biocatalytic membrane surface is achieved at a TMP = 0.5 bar which explains high 
GOS yield.

The reaction rates gradually increased in the axial direction of the fibre membrane, 
whereby highest rates are indicated at the outlet side for all of the saccharides. This 
result is suggested due to axial flow which pulls most of the substrate toward the 
outlet side of the fibre membrane. Due to this reason, it is possible that the β-Gal 
immobilised on the outlet side of the fibre membrane will be having a shorter 
half-life compared to the β-Gal immobilised on the inlet side. Therefore, the inlet 
direction of the hollow fibre membrane reactor should be alternated in order to 
maximise the catalytic activity of the immobilised β-Gal.

4. CONCLUSION

The reaction rate of β-Gal-catalysed conversion of lactose on the membrane surface 
was solved via a coupled model of mass transfer-reaction kinetic. The formation of 
gel layer at high TMP reduces the mass transfer of the substrate to the bio-catalytic 
layer and reaction rates. The mass transfer is the limiting factor for a reaction in the 
EHFMR system. Therefore, further study needs to be carried out to optimise the 
reaction system to obtain high productivity of GOSs.
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(a)

(c)

(e) (f)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2: The reaction rate profiles of (a) lactose, (b) glucose, (c) galactose, 
(d) trisaccharides (Gos3) and (e) tetrasaccharides (Gos4) on the membrane 
surface. Whereas, (f) is the concentration profile of lactose on the membrane 
surface.
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